Abstract. We study the moduli spaces and compute the fundamental groups of plane sextics of torus type with the set of inner singularities 2A 8 or A 17 . We also compute the fundamental groups of a number of other sextics, both of and not of torus type. The groups found are simplest possible, i.e., Z 2 * Z 3 and Z 6 , respectively.
1. Introduction
Principal results.
This work concludes the series of papers [8] , [9] , [10] , where we attempt to classify and to compute the fundamental groups of irreducible plane sextics of torus type. Recall that a sextic B is said to be of torus type if its equation can be represented in the form p 3 + q 2 = 0, where p and q are certain homogeneous polynomials of degree 2 and 3, respectively. Alternatively, B ⊂ P 2 is of torus type if and only if it is the ramification locus of a projection to P 2 of a cubic surface in P 3 . A representation of the equation in the form p 3 + q 2 = 0 (up to the obvious equivalence) is called a torus structure of B. A singular point P of B is called inner (outer ) with respect to a torus structure (p, q) if P does (respectively, does not) belong to the intersection of the conic {p = 0} and the cubic {q = 0}. Each sextic B considered in this paper has a unique torus structure, see [5] ; hence, we can speak about inner and outer singular points of B. To indicate the difference, we will use the notation (Σ inner ) ⊕ Σ outer in the listings. (Note that simple singular points of a sextic are conveniently identified with their resolution lattices in the homology of the covering K3-surface; for this reason, we use the direct summation symbol ⊕ in the notation.)
Another special class is formed by the so called D 2n -sextics, i.e., irreducible plane sextics whose fundamental group factors to the dihedral group D 2n . Due to [5] , the D 6 -sextics are precisely those of torus type (see also [24] ), and the other possible values are n = 5 or 7. All D 10 -and D 14 -sextics are classified and most fundamental groups are computed in [7] (see also [14] ) and [11] .
First, sextics of torus type appeared in O. Zariski [25] . For the modern state of the subject and further references, see M. Oka, D. T. Pho [20] , [21] , H. Tokunaga [23] , and A. Degtyarev [5] . According to [25] , the fundamental group π 1 (P 2 B) of any sextic of torus type factors to the reduced braid groupB 3 := B 3 /(σ 1 σ 2 ) 3 ∼ = PSL(2, Z) ∼ = Z 2 * Z 3 (which is the group of the 'simplest' curve, the six cuspidal sextic, constructed in [25] ). We show that, in fact, for most irreducible sextics of torus type, the group equalsB 3 . (A summary of known cases is found in Section 7.1. At present, there are 15 sets of singularities for which the group is still unknown.)
Our principal results in this paper are Theorems 1.1.1 and 1.1.3 below, classifying and computing the fundamental group of sextics with the set of singularities (2A 8 ) and their degenerations.
1.1.1. Theorem. An irreducible plane sextic of torus type with inner singular points 2A 8 or A 17 has one of the following eight sets of singularities:
The moduli space of irreducible sextics of torus type realizing each of the sets of singularities above is unirational; in particular, it is connected.
To complete Theorem 1.1.1, we also consider reducible sextics of torus type with a type A 17 singular point; they split into two cubics.
Theorem.
A reducible plane sextic of torus type with a type A 17 singular point has one of the following four sets of singularities:
Each of these sets of singularities is realized by a single connected deformation family of reducible plane sextics of torus type. This theorem is proved in Section 3.6.
Other results.
In the proof of Theorems 1.1.1 and 1.1.3, we use the approach of [7] , [8] , [10] (see also Oka [18] ), representing the sextics in question as double coverings of a certain rigid (maximal in the sense of [4] ) trigonal curveB in the Hirzebruch surface Σ 2 (see Section 2.1). According to [9] , there are four maximal trigonal curves admitting a torus structure. Two of them are studied in [8] and [10] , one is considered here (seeB 1 in Section 2.2), and the fourth one is reducible (seeB 2 in Section 2.5). We extend to the remaining reducible curveB 2 the results of [9] and show that it corresponds to sextics of torus type splitting into a quartic and a conic, see Theorem 5.1.1 for the precise statement. As a consequence, we obtain a deformation classification of such reducible sextics, see Theorem 5.2.1, and compute their fundamental groups, see §4. However, we do not make any attempt to simplify the presentations obtained; we merely summarize the results in Theorem 5.2.3 and Remark 5.2.4.
The double covering construction involving the reducible curveB 2 makes use of two sections: the linear component ofB 2 and the ramification locus. Interchanging the sections, we obtain another family of reducible sextics whose groups are found with almost no extra work, see §6. The geometry of these curves is briefly discussed in Section 6.6; it involves yet another pair of reducible maximal trigonal curves found in [9] .
Instead of simplifying the groups of reducible sextics, we perturb the curves and obtain the groups of irreducible ones. The perturbations are constructed using Proposition 5.1.1 in [8] , stating that any induced subgraph of the combined Dynkin graph os a sextic B can be realized by a perturbation of B. This procedure gives rise to a few new sextics of torus type (the items marked as 'see 4.?' in Table 1 in §7) and a number of sextics not of torus type (Table 3 in §7). Incorporating the results of [8] and [10] , we obtain the fundamental groups of all but 15 irreducible sextics of torus type (most of the groups areB 3 , see Section 7.1 for details) and 768 other sextics not covered by M. V. Nori's theorem [17] (all groups are abelian). Extremal (in the sense of this paper, i.e., not degenerating to a larger set of singularities with known fundamental group) sets of singularities with known groups are listed in §7.
Strictly speaking, for most configurations of singularities, the connectedness of the equisingular moduli space is still unknown. For this reason, we state most results in the form of existence only. However, there is a strong arithmetical evidence for the following conjecture, which would imply the connectedness.
1.2.1. Conjecture. The equisingular moduli space of irreducible plane sextics with any non-maximal configuration of simple singularities is connected.
Here, the configuration of singularities is the set of singularities enriched with certain information on the mutual position of the singular points, see [3] for the precise definition. According to [5] , in the case of irreducible sextics, all extra information needed is whether the curve is or is not a D 2n -sextic for some n. A configuration of singularities is non-maximal if it extends to a larger configuration of singularities still realized by plane sextics.
1.3. Contents of the paper. In §2, we explain the double covering construction used in the proofs, introduce the maximal trigonal curvesB 1 andB 2 , and study the sections of Σ 2 that are in a special position with respect to one of these curves. Theorem 1.1.1 is proved here.
§3 deals with the proof of Theorem 1.1.3. We sketch out Zariski-van Kampen's method [15] in the special case of the ruling of Σ 2 (section 3.1), explain how the braid monodromy is computed (Section 3.2), and compute the groups of the two maximal sextics (Sections 3.3 and 3.4). Then, we study the local perturbations of a few simple singularities (Section 3.5) and global perturbations of sextics of torus type (Section 3.6), computing the groups of the other sextics listed in Theorem 1.1.3.
In §4, we compute the groups of sextics of torus type splitting into a quartic and a conic (using the same approach as in §3). In §6, the representations obtained are modified to produce the groups of a few other reducible sextics. In all cases, we are only interested in the curves whose perturbations contain new irreducible sextics.
§5 is a digression: we establish a geometric correspondence between the curveB 2 and sextics of torus type splitting into a quartic and a conic (Theorem 5.1.1). As a consequence, we give a complete classification of such sextics, see Theorem 5.2.1. Theorem 1.1.2 is also proved here.
In §7, we give a brief summary of the results of [8] , [10] , and this paper. In particular, we give a list of the 15 sets of singularities of sextics of torus type, for which the fundamental group is still unknown, and discuss the so called classical Zariski pairs (Section 7.3).
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The trigonal models
In Section 2.1, we explain the double covering construction used to produce symmetric plane sextics from trigonal curves in the Hirzebruch surface Σ 2 . Then, we study two particular rigid trigonal curvesB 1 andB 2 , with the sets of singularities A 8 and A 5 ⊕ A 2 ⊕ A 1 , respectively. Most calculations below are straightforward; they were done using Maple.
Note that, according to [9] , there are four maximal trigonal curves in Σ 2 that admit a torus structure. Two of them are considered in [8] and [10] ; the curvesB 1 andB 2 studied here are the remaining two.
2.1. The double covering construction. Denote by Σ 2 → P 1 the Hirzebruch surface (i.e., geometrically ruled rational surface) with an exceptional section E of self-intersection (−2). (One can think of Σ 2 as the minimal resolution of singularities of the quadratic cone in P 3 .) When speaking about affine coordinates (x, y) in Σ 2 , we always assume that E is given by y = ∞.
Any section of Σ 2 disjoint from E has the form
Given such a sectionL, the double covering of the cone Σ 2 /E ramified at E/E andL is the projective plane P 2 , and the deck translation of the covering is an involutive automorphism c : P 2 → P 2 . Conversely, any involution c : P 2 → P 2 has a fixed line L c and an isolated fixed point O c , and the quotient P 2 (O c )/c is the Hirzebruch surface Σ 2 . (Here, P 2 (O c ) stands for the plane P 2 blown up at O c .) For the purpose of this paper, a trigonal curve is a curveB ⊂ Σ 2 disjoint from E and intersecting each fiber at three points. (Alternatively,B is a curve in |3E + 6F | not containing E, where F is a fiber.) Any trigonal curve is given by a polynomial of the form
A torus structure on the trigonal curve given by (2.1.2) is a decomposition of the form
A trigonal curve admitting a torus structure is said to be of torus type. Given a trigonal curveB and a sectionL not contained inB, the pull-back ofB under the double covering P 2 → Σ 2 /E ramified at E/E andL, see above, is a plane sextic B ⊂ P 2 ; we denote it by DblLB and call it the double ofB ramified atL. In appropriate affine coordinates (x, y) in P 2 , the double is given by the equation
where f and s are as in (2.1.2) and (2.1.1), respectively. IfB is of torus type, so is DblLB for any sectionL. The relation between the singularities ofB +L and those of DblLB is studied in [7] . The sextic B = DblLB has an involutive symmetry, i.e., an automorphism c : P 2 → P 2 preserving B. Conversely, any sextic B with an involutive symmetry c such that O c / ∈ B is the double of a trigonal curve.
2.2.
The curveB 1 (the set of singularities A 8 ). The trigonal curveB 1 ⊂ Σ 2 with the set of singularities A 8 is a maximal trigonal curve in the sense of [4] ; its skeleton is shown in Figure 1 , left. Alternatively,B 1 can be obtained by a birational transformation from a plane quartic with a type A 6 singular point. The curve is plotted (in black) in Figures 3 and 4 below. In appropriate affine coordinates (x, y) in Σ 2 , the curve is given by the polynomial
It has a unique torus structure, given by
and a parametrization
The discriminant of f 1 with respect to y is −x 9 (27x 3 − 4). Thus,B 1 has a type A 8 singular point P 0 = (0, 0) (corresponding to t = ∞) and three vertical tangency points
(corresponding to the roots of the equation 2t 3 = 1), where ǫ ± = (−1 ± i √ 3)/2 are the primitive cubic roots of unity.
The surface Σ 2 has three automorphisms (x, y) → (ǫx, y), ǫ 3 = 1, preservingB 1 (the symmetries ofB 1 ) and three real structures conj ǫ : (x, y) → (ǫ 2x ,ȳ), ǫ 3 = 1, with respect to whichB 1 is real. The real part (i.e., the fixed point set) of conj ǫ is (ǫR, R). In the sequel, we use the abbreviation conj := conj 1 and conj ± := conj ǫ± . It is easy to see that a conj-real section (2.1.1), a, b, c ∈ R, a = 0, intersects the real part (ǫ ± R, R) of conj ± at two points: (0, c) and
(If a = 0 and b = 0, the only intersection point is (0, c). If a = b = 0, the section is real with respect to all three real structures.) 2.3. Special sections. Pick a sectionL and consider the double B = DblLB 1 . It is a sextic of torus type, see 2.1. IfL is generic, the set of singularities of B is (2A 8 ); otherwise, the singularities of B are recovered from those ofB 1 +L using the results of [7] . Below, for each configuration ofB 1 +L, we parametrize the space of sectionsL that are in the desired position with respect toB 1 ; for the reader's convenience, we also indicate the corresponding set of singularities of B.
A section (2.1.1) passes through the cusp P 0 ofB 1 (the set of singularities (A 17 )) if and only if c = 0.
A section (2.1.1) is tangent toB 1 at a point (x t (t), y t (t)), 2t 3 = 1, (the set of singularities (2A 8 ) ⊕ A 1 ) if and only if t 3 = −1 and
. Such a section passes through the cusp P 0 (the set of singularities (A 17 ) ⊕ A 1 ) if and only if
, c = 0.
A section (2.1.1) is inflection tangent toB 1 at a point (x t (t), y t (t)), 2t
There are three inflection tangents passing through the cusp P 0 ofB 1 (the set of singularities (A 17 ) ⊕ A 2 ):
Clearly, the three tangents (2.3.2) are interchanged by the symmetries ofB 1 . The tangentL corresponding to the real value ǫ = 1 is conj-real; it is shown in grey in Figure 3 below. The tangent intersectsB 1 at P 0 and the following two points:
-inflection tangency at t = The intersection ofL with the real part Fix conj + is at (x, y) = − 2ǫ + 3 , 32 9 .
Next lemma deals with the case when a sectionL as in (2.1.1) is double tangent toB 1 (the set of singularities (2A 8 ) ⊕ 2A 1 ).
2.3.3.
Lemma. There exists a sectionL of Σ 2 tangent toB 1 at two distinct points
A pair t 1 , t 2 as above determines the double tangentL uniquely.
Proof. It suffices to substitute t = t 1 and t = t 2 to (2.3.1), equate the resulting expressions for b and c, and solve for a the linear system obtained. The relation 2(t 1 + t 2 ) 3 = −1 is the condition for the compatibility of the two equations.
Letting t 1 = t 2 in Lemma 2.3.3, we obtain three sections having a point of quadruple intersection withB 1 (the set of singularities (2A 8 ) ⊕ A 3 ):
The three sections (2.3.4) are interchanged by the symmetries ofB 1 . The sectionL corresponding to the real value δ = − 3 √ 4/2 is conj-real; it is shown in grey in Figure 4 below. This section intersectsB 1 at the following points:
The intersection ofL with Fix conj + is at (x, y) = 4
Note that the three points ofB 1 in the fiber over x = 4 3 √ 4ǫ + /21 are y ≈ 0.024, 0.034, and 0.94.
2.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.1. Let Σ be a set of singularities as in Theorem 1.1.1, and let M(Σ) be the moduli space of irreducible sextics of torus type realizing Σ. Due to [9] , each sexticB in question has a unique involutive stable symmetry c, and the quotient B/c is a trigonal curveB ⊂ Σ 2 with a single singular point of type A 8 . Conversely, one has B = DblLB for an appropriate sectionL (the image of L c ). Hence, M(Σ) can be identified with the moduli space of pairs (B,L), wherē B ⊂ Σ 2 is a trigonal curve with the set of singularities A 8 andL is a section of Σ 2 in a certain prescribed position with respect toB. Furthermore, since any curveB as above is isomorphic to the curveB 1 considered in Section 2.2 (see [9] ) and the group of symmetries ofB 1 is Z 3 , there is a cyclic triple ramified coveringM(Σ) → M(Σ), whereM(Σ) is the space of sectionsL forming a prescribed configuration withB 1 .
The spacesM(Σ) are described in Section 2.3. In each case,M(Σ) either is rational or consists of three rational components (for Σ = (
In the former case, M(Σ) is unirational; in the latter case, the three components are interchanged by the symmetries ofB 1 (the deck translation of the covering) and hence M(Σ) is rational.
2.5. The curveB 2 (the set of singularities (A 5 ⊕ A 2 ) ⊕ A 1 ). The trigonal curveB 2 ⊂ Σ 2 with the set of singularities (A 5 ⊕ A 2 ) ⊕ A 1 is a maximal trigonal curve; its skeleton is shown in Figure 1 , right, and the curve is plotted (in black) in Figures 8-11 below. Alternatively, the curveB 2 can be obtained by a birational transformation from a pair of conics inflection tangent to each other or from a plane quartic splitting into a cuspidal cubic and a tangent to it. In appropriate affine coordinates (x, y) in Σ 2 , the curve is given by the polynomial
It splits into a hyperelliptic curveB ′ 2 = {x = y 2 } with a cusp R ∞ over x = ∞ and a sectionL ′ = {y = l(x)}. The two components have a point of inflection tangency at R 5 = (1/4, 1/2) and a point of transversal intersection at R 1 = (9/4, −3/2), forming the singular points ofB 2 of types A 5 and A 1 , respectively. The only torus structure ofB 2 is given by
Pick a sectionL as in (2. 
we obtain a curve B = DblL′(B Figure 10 . The section intersectsL ′ transversally at a point Q 1 = (5/4, 1/2). The double B has the set of singularities (E 6 ⊕ A 11 ) ⊕ 2A 1 ; it splits into a quartic with a type E 6 singular point and a conic.
The sectionL passing through R 1 and tangent toB at R ∞ is given by
see the dotted grey line in Figure 10 . The section intersectsL ′ transversally at a point Q 1 = (−3/4, −3/2). The double B has the set of singularities (E 6 ⊕2A 5 )⊕A 3 ; it splits into a quartic with a type E 6 singular point and a conic.
A sectionL passes through R ∞ and is tangent toB A sectionL passes through P 1 , P 5 , and R ∞ if and only if
see the dotted grey line in Figure 11 . The double B has the set of singularities (A 11 ⊕ A 5 ) ⊕ A 3 ; it splits into a quartic with a type A 5 singular point and a conic.
2.6. Other degenerations. Here, we consider other possible degeneration of a sectionL with respect toB 2 , each time showing that the space of sections admits a rational parametrization. We omit obviously linear conditions, like passing through one or several of the points R 1 , R 5 , R ∞ . As above, we fix the notation B = DblLB 2 and the splitting B = B 4 + B 2 into the pull-backs ofB
has an extra node) if and only if
Such a section passes through R 5 , R 1 , or R ∞ if and only if, respectively,
(The corresponding degenerations of B are, respectively, the confluence of two points of inflection tangency of B 4 and B 2 into a single point of 6-fold intersection, the confluence of two points of transversal intersection of B 4 and B 2 into a single tacnode A 3 , and the confluence of two cusps of B 4 into a single type A 5 singular point.) The sectionL cannot pass through two of the points R 5 , R 1 , R ∞ unless one of them is the tangency point.
A sectionL is tangent to theL ′ component ofB 2 (the conic B 2 splits into two lines) if and only if −16ac + 3a + 4b 2 − 12b − 16c + 12 = 0. (Clearly, this equation defines a rational subvariety in the space of triples (a, b, c).) Such a section cannot pass through R 5 or R 1 (unless it is the tangency point); it passes through R ∞ if and only if a = 0 and 4c = b 2 − 3b + 3. A section tangent to B ′ 2 at (t 2 , t) is also tangent toL ′ if and only if
.
When t → ∞, it tends to the section y = 3/4 tangent toB
3. Proof of Theorem 1.1.3
In the rest of the paper, we compute the fundamental groups π 1 (P 2 B) of various sextics B of the form DblLB, see 2.1. We start withB =B 1 , see 2.2.
Sections 3.1 and 3.2 contain an outline of the approach used to compute the groups. In 3.3 and 3.4, we study the two maximal doubles ofB 1 . In 3.5, we discuss the perturbations of a few simple singular points. These results are applied in 3.6 to prove Theorem 1.1.3.
3.1. Preliminaries. LetB =B 1 ⊂ Σ 2 be the trigonal curve as in 2.2, and let L be a section of Σ 2 . We start with the groupπ 1 := π 1 (Σ 2 (B 1 ∪L ∪ E)) and compute it, applying the classical Zariski-van Kampen method [15] to the ruling of Σ 2 (the pencil {x = const} in the notation of §2).
Pick and fix a real section S = {y = const ≫ 0} of Σ 2 and a real nonsingular fiber F = {x = τ }, where τ > 0 is sufficiently small. Let P = F ∩ S, and pick a basis α, β, γ, δ for the group π F := π 1 (F (B 1 ∪L ∪ E), P ) as shown in black in 
We always assume that α, β, γ are small loops about the three points of F ∩B 1 , numbered consecutively, whereas δ is a loop about F ∩L. Thus, the position of δ in the sequence (α, β, γ, δ) may change; this position is important for some relations. Figure 2 . The basis α, β, γ, δ and the loops ξ i
The braid group B 4 acts on π F : we denote by σ 1 , σ 2 , σ 3 the standard generators of B 4 and consider the right action defined by σ i :
. . , F k be the singular fibers ofB 1 +L. (Recall that singular are the fiber {x = 0} through P 0 , the vertical tangents through P 1 and P ± , and the fibers through the points of intersection ofB 1 andL.) Let ξ 1 , . . . , ξ k be a basis for the group π 1 (S ( F i ∪ {x = ∞}), P ) similar to that shown in Figure 2 , left: each ξ i is a small loop about S ∩ F i connected to P by a segment, circumventing the interfering fibers in the counterclockwise direction. (In the figures, we consider the sectionL given by (2.3.2); necessary modifications for the other cases are discussed below. The bold grey lines in the figures represent the real parts Fix conj ǫ , ǫ 3 = 1.) For each i, let m i ∈ B 4 be the braid monodromy along ξ i , i.e., the automorphism of π F obtained by dragging F along ξ i while keeping the base point on ξ i . Then, the Zariski-van Kampen theorem [15] states that
Here, each braid relation m i = id should be understood as a quadruple of relations
the precise form of the relation at infinity (η 1 η 2 η 3 η 4 ) 2 = 1 depends on the order of the generators. Now, the passage to the group π 1 := π 1 (P 2 B) is straightforward (see [7] for details): one has π 1 = Ker[κ :
, where κ : α, β, γ → 0 and κ : δ → 1. In terms of the presentations, we have the following statement.
3.1.2. Lemma. Ifπ 1 is given by α, β, γ, δ R j = 1, j = 1, . . . , s , then
where bar stands for the conjugation by δ,w = δwδ, and R ′ j is obtained from R j , j = 1, . . . , s by letting δ 2 = 1 and expressing the result in terms of α,ᾱ, . . . .
3.1.3.
Remark. Note that − : w →w = δwδ is an involutive automorphism of π 1 . Hence, whenever a relation R = 1 holds in π 1 , the relationR = 1 also holds.
Computing the braid monodromy.
In this section, we make a few general remarks that facilitate the computation of the braid monodromy.
According to [7] , in the presence of the relation at infinity, (any) one of the braid relations can be ignored. We will ignore the relation arising from the monodromy around the cusp P 0 .
Since the curvesB 1 andL, the initial fiber F , and the base point P are all chosen conj-real, the conjugation conj induces an automorphism conj * :π 1 →π 1 . Hence, for each pair F ± of conjugate singular fibers, it suffices to compute the monodromy m + about F + ; the relations for F − are obtained from those for F + by applying conj * . The images under conj * of the generators α, β, γ, δ are shown in Figure 2 , left: the loops are oriented in the clockwise direction and connected to P by the dotted grey paths. Thus, the action of conj * is as follows:
Its precise form in terms of α, β, γ, δ depends on the order of the generators. The relations arising from conj-real singular fibers are easily computed using the plots: the monodromy along a small circle about the fiber (or along a semicircle circumventing another singular fiber) is found using a local normal form of the singularity, and along a segment of the real line the four points ofB 1 +L can be traced as all but at most two of them are real. In the computation below, we merely indicate the resulting relations. (Clearly, it does not really matter whether the interfering singular fibers are circumvented in the counterclockwise or clockwise direction; each time, we choose the more convenient one.)
The monodromy m + about P + has the form σ Figure 2 and take for δ ′ the image of δ under the monodromy along the arc x = τ exp(it), t ∈ [0, 2π/3]. Note that the point F ′ ∩L has positive imaginary part, i.e., in Figure 2 it would be located to the right from F ′ R .) Now, m ′ + is found similar to the monodromy about P 1 , using a plot of the conj + -real part ofB, which looks exactly the same as its conj-real part. However, when computing the braid along I + , one should take into account the points of intersection ofL and the conj + -real part (ǫ + R, R) of Σ 2 .
The relations for the conjugate point P − are obtained from those for P + by applying conj * . 
2).
The curve and the section are plotted in Figure 3 . The basis (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) = (α, δ, β, γ) is as shown in Figure 2 , and the relations are
(the inflection tangency),
(αδβγ) 2 = 1 (the relation at infinity).
(The monodromy m + about P + is computed as explained in Section 3.2; sinceL has no conj + -real points over I + , see Section 2.3, the result is σ
3 .) Using Lemma 3.1.2, we obtain the following relations for π 1 :
From (3.3.4) it follows thatᾱβ = αᾱ and αβ =ᾱα. Substituting these expressions to (3.3.5), we obtain (ᾱα)γ(ᾱα) −1 = (αᾱ)γ(αᾱ) −1 or, replacingᾱα with αᾱαᾱ
. Thus, introducing γ 1 = α −1 γα instead of γ, we obtainγ 1 = γ 1 .
Use (3.3.4) and (3.3.3) again to get α −1 βα =ᾱ andᾱ −1βᾱ = α. Then, the conjugation of the first and second relations (3.3.1) by α andᾱ, respectively, turns them into (3.3.7)
γ 1ᾱ γ 1 =ᾱγ 1 α and γ 1 αγ 1 = αγ 1ᾱ .
Similarly, relations (3.3.2) turn intō
using (3.3.3), they simplify to γ 1ᾱ γ 1 = αγ 1ᾱ and γ 1 αγ 1 =ᾱγ 1 α. Comparing these expressions to (3.3.7), one concludes that α =ᾱ. Hence, also β =β = α and γ =γ, and the map α,ᾱ, β,β → σ 1 , γ,γ → σ 2 establishes an isomorphism
(Relation (3.3.6), which turns into (σ The singular fibers ofB 1 +L and the basis for π 1 (S ( F i ∪ {x = ∞})) are shown in Figure 5 , where Q ± are the two points of transversal intersection ofB 1 andL, see Section 2.3. In the basis (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) = (δ, α, β, γ) for the group π F , the relations are
(the vertical tangent through P − ),
(the quadruple intersection point),
(δαβγ) 2 = 1 (the relation at infinity).
The monodromy m + about P + is found as explained in Section 3.2. This time,L does have a conj + -real point over I + , see Section 2.3, which is located between the two upper branches ofB 1 . Hence, m + = σ
To compute the monodromy n + along the loop ζ + about Q + , observe that ζ + ξ + is homotopic to the loop ξ 'surrounding' the upper half-plane Im x > 0 (the dotted black loop in Figure 5 ). More precisely, the loop ξ is composed of a large semicircle x = r exp(it), t ∈ [0, π], r ≫ 0, and real segment [−r, r] circumventing the real singular fibers in the clockwise direction. The braid over the real segment is found using local normal forms of the singularities and the plot of the real part of the curve; it is shown in Figure 6 . The braid over the imaginary semicircle is the element ∆ 2 ∈ B 4 corresponding to one full turn. (Indeed, when x tends to infinity,B +L has four quadratic branches with pairwise distinct leading coefficients.) Hence, the monodromy m along ξ is
3 ), and n + = mm
2 ) F Figure 6 . The braid m + (to be closed by ∆ 2 )
Equating n + (δ) = δ, we obtain the relation
resulting from the monodromy about Q + . The relation from Q − is obtained by applying conj * . Simplifying both relations, we get To simplify the group, consider the generators u = βγβ and v = γβ, so that
(from the first relation in (3.4.7) ). Since the automorphism w →w is an involution, one must have v =ū 2v−2 , i.e.,
Equate the right hand sides of the first equations in (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) to obtain
Then the first relation in (3.4.3) simplifies to u 2 = 1; hence also v 3 = 1,ū = u, andv = v. Thus,β = β,γ = γ, and the map β,β → σ 1 , γ,γ → σ 2 establishes an isomorphism
3.5. Perturbations of singular points. Consider an isolated singular point P of a plane curve B, pick a Milnor ball U about P , and consider a perturbation B t , t ∈ [0, 1], of B = B 0 transversal to ∂U . Let B ′ = B 1 . We are interested in the perturbation epimorphism π 1 (U B) ։ π 1 (U B ′ ), cf. [25] . A perturbation B to B ′ is called maximal if the total Milnor number of B ′ ∩ U equals µ(P ) − 1. A perturbation is called irreducible if the normalization of B ′ ∩ U is connected (equivalently, if the abelianization of π 1 (U B ′ ) is cyclic). If P is simple, any irreducible perturbation factors through a maximal irreducible one.
Let P be of type A 3k−1 or E 6 . Then the ball U admits a regular S 3 -covering ramified at B. Let φ : π 1 (U B) ։ S 3 be the corresponding epimorphism of the fundamental group. A perturbation B ′ of P is said to be of torus type if φ factors through the perturbation epimorphism above. From the results of [5] it follows that, if B is a sextic of torus type and P is an inner singularity of B, then B ′ is still of torus type if and only if the perturbation is of torus type.
According to E. Looijenga [16] , the deformation classes (in the obvious sense) of perturbations of a simple singularity P are enumerated by the induced subgraphs of the Dynkin diagram of P (up to a certain equivalence, which is not important here). In the statements and proofs below, we merely indicate the result of the enumeration. Proof. The perturbation B t can be realized by a family C t ⊂ C 2 of affine quartics with a point of quadruple intersection with the line at infinity, so that (U, B t ) ∼ = (C 2 , C t ) for each t ∈ [0, 1]. For a quartic C 1 with a type A 4 singular point, one has
3.5.5. Lemma. For any nontrivial perturbation of a type D 4 singular point, the group π 1 (U B ′ ) is abelian.
Proof. Any perturbation B t of a type D 4 singular point can be realized by a family C t ⊂ C 2 of affine cubics transversal to the line at infinity, so that (U, B t ) ∼ = (C 2 , C t ) for each t ∈ [0, 1]. Unless C t is a triple of lines passing through a single point, the group π 1 (C 2 C t ) is abelian.
3.5.6. Lemma. The maximal irreducible perturbations of a type E 7 singular point are E 6 , A 6 , and A 4 ⊕A 2 . For the perturbation A 4 ⊕A 2 , one has π 1 (U B ′ ) = Z × SL(2, F 5 ); for other irreducible perturbations, the group π 1 (U B ′ ) is cyclic.
Proof. Any perturbation B t of a type E 7 singular point can be realized by a family C t ⊂ C 2 of affine quartics inflection tangent to the line at infinity (see, e.g., [1] ), so
The groups π 1 (C 2 C t ) for such quartics are found in [2] .
We need an explicit description of the epimorphism π 1 (U B) ։ π 1 (U B ′ ) for the perturbation E 7 → A 4 ⊕ A 2 . Consider the isotrivial trigonal curveB ⊂ Σ 2 given by y 3 + x 3 y = 0. It has two singular fibers: a fiber of typeẼ 7 at P = (0, 0) and a fiber of typeÃ * 1 over x = ∞. LetŪ be the affine part of Σ 2 (the complement of the exceptional section E and the fiber over x = ∞). Then the pair (Ū ,B) is diffeomorphic to the pair (U, B) above, and the perturbation can be realized by deformingB to a maximal trigonal curveB ′ with singular fibers of typesÃ 4 ,Ã 2 , A * 0 , andÃ * 1 (keeping the last one at infinity). 
Perturbations of sextics of torus type.
Here, we state a few simple lemmas about irreducible plane sextics of torus type with the fundamental group π 1 (P 2 B) =B 3 . (Note that, in fact, any sextic whose group isB 3 is irreducible and then, due to [5] , it is of torus type.) 3.6.1. Lemma. Let B be an irreducible plane sextic of torus type. Then any epimorphism φ : B 3 ։ π 1 (P 2 B) factors through an isomorphismB 3 = π 1 (P 2 B).
Proof. Recall that (σ 1 σ 2 ) 3 ⊂ B 3 is a central element whose image in the abelianization B 3 /[B 3 , B 3 ] = Z is 6. Since the abelianization of π 1 (P 2 B) is Z 6 , one has (σ 1 σ 2 ) 3 ∈ Ker φ and φ factors to an epimorphismB 3 ։ π 1 (P 2 B). On the other hand, there is an epimorphisms π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) ։B 3 induced by the perturbation of B to Zariski's six cuspidal sextic, see [25] . Since the groupB 3 = PSL(2, Z) is obviously residually finite, hence Hopfian, both epimorphisms are isomorphisms. 
is onto, see [25] ; hence, so is j * . On the other hand, the perturbation B → B ′ induces an epimorphism π 1 (U B) ։ π 1 (U B ′ ) and an isomorphism π 1 (P 2 B) = π 1 (P 2 B ′ ), see Corollary 3.6.2; hence, the inclusion homomorphism π 1 (U B) → π 1 (P 2 B) is onto.
3.6.4. Lemma. Let B be a sextic of torus type with simple singularities and with π 1 (P 2 B) =B 3 , and let B ′ be a perturbation of B which is not of torus type.
Proof. Since B ′ is not of torus type, there is an inner singular point P of B that undergoes a perturbation not of torus type. Let U be a Milnor ball about P . If P is of type E 6 , the group π 1 (U B ′ ) is abelian, see [10] , and the statement follows from Lemma 3.6.3. Assume that P is of type A 3k−1 . Then
for some s = 0 mod 3, see the proof of Lemmas 3.5.1-3.5.3. On the other hand, in the group π 1 (P 2 B) =B 3 , the generators α, β are subject to the braid relation σ 3 = id. (From the proof of Lemma 3.6.3, it follows that α, β are taken to the standard generators σ 1 , σ 2 ∈B 3 .) Hence, after the perturbation, one has a relation σ = id, i.e., α = β in π 1 (P 
Due to Lemma 3.6.4, each of these sets of singularities is realized by a sextic whose fundamental group is cyclic.
Reducible curves of torus type
Now, we consider the maximal reducible sextics of torus type of the form B = DblLB 2 , whereB 2 is the trigonal curve as in 2.5. The computation of the group π 1 (P 2 B) follows the outline in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, with an additional simplification due to the fact that the singular fibers ofB 2 +L are all real; we systematically ignore the relation from the singular fiber at infinity.
Instead of simplifying the obtained presentations for π 1 (P Here and in §6, without further references, the perturbations are constructed using Proposition 5.1.1 in [8] , by perturbing the singular points independently. In the presence of (4.1.1) and (4.1.2), relations (4.1.3) simplify to
Consider the perturbation A 11 → A 8 ⊕ A 2 , producing an irreducible sextic B ′ of torus type with the set of singularities
This perturbation adds the braid relation αβα = βαβ. Then, the first relation in (4.1.1) simplifies to βαβ =βᾱβ; in view of (4.1.2), this implies that β =β. Similarly, using the second relation in (4.1.1), one obtains α =ᾱ. Furthermore, in the presence of the braid relation, one has (αβ)α(αβ) −1 = β; hence, (4.1.8) implies [β,γ] = [β, γ] = 1 and (4.1.5) yields γ =γ = β. Thus, the map α,ᾱ → σ 1 , β,β, γ,γ → σ 2 establishes an isomorphism π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) =B 3 . Now, perturb one of the nodes over R 1 , producing an irreducible sextic B ′ of torus type with the set of singularities
This perturbation simplifies one of the two relations (4.1.8): for example, we can replace the first one with (4.1.9)γ = (ᾱβ)ᾱ(ᾱβ) −1 .
To simplify the group, introduce the generators u = αβ and v = αβα, so that α = u −1 v and β = v −1 u 2 . Thenū = u (from (4.1.2)) andv = u −3 vu 3 (from the second relation in (4.1.1)). Hence,ᾱ = u −4 vu 3 ,β = u −3 v −1 u 5 , and the new relation (4.1.9) turns intoγ = u −3 vu 2 ; in view of (4.1.7), this implies γ = u −3 v −1 u 2 . Substituting the expressions obtained to the second relation in (4.1.5), we arrive at
Substituting to the first relation in (4.1.5), we get v 2 = 1. Thus, also u 3 = 1, and we obtain an isomorphism π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) =B 3 , given by α,ᾱ → σ 1 and β,β, γ,γ → σ 2 . Finally, consider a maximal irreducible perturbation of the type A 11 singular point that is not of torus type, producing irreducible plane sextics with the sets of singularities 
is found in Section 4.1. Modifying Lemma 3.1.2, let α 2 = 1 and pass to the generators β,β = αβα, γ,γ = αγα, δ,δ = αδα. We obtain the following set of relations for the group π 1 (P 2 B): (βᾱβ) = γ, (4.3.5)
As above, in view of (4.3.1) and (4.3.2), relations (4.3.5) simplify to
The perturbation A 11 → A 8 ⊕ A 2 produces an irreducible sextic B ′ of torus type with the set of singularities
The perturbation adds to the presentation a braid relation αβα = βαβ. Similar to Section 4.1 (the perturbation A 11 → A 8 ⊕ A 2 ), relations (4.3.1) and (4.3.2) imply that α =ᾱ and β =β, and (4.3.8) turns into γ =γ = β. Hence, there is an isomorphism π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) =B 3 given by the map α,ᾱ → σ 1 , β,β, γ,γ → σ 2 . Now, perturb the type D 4 point of B. After the perturbation, the generators β, β, γ, andγ pairwise commute, see Lemma 3.5.5. It follows that β =β (from (4.3.4)), α =ᾱ (from (4.3.2)), and γ =γ (from (4.3.8)), and the presentation simplifies to (4.3.9) α, β (αβ)This is, indeed, the fundamental group of a reducible curve of torus type whose set of singularities is
To obtain an irreducible curve with the set of singularities
we choose the perturbation D 4 → A 3 so that the generators β and γ become conjugate (hence equal) in π 1 (U P B ′ ). (Locally, we perturb a triple of lines to a conic and a line tangent to it, and the choice of a line to be kept as a separate component is governed by the choice of a subdiagram A 3 ⊂ D 4 ; any such choice can be realized by a perturbation of B.) Then, (4.3.8) implies the braid relation αβα = βαβ, and the map α,ᾱ → σ 1 , β,β, γ,γ → σ 2 establishes an isomorphism
′ ) =B 3 . The perturbations A 11 → A 10 or A 6 ⊕ A 4 , see Lemma 3.5.1, produce irreducible sextics with the sets of singularities
while adding the relation α =ᾱ = β =β. Then (4.3.5) implies γ =γ = α, and the group is abelian. Figure 10 . (The resulting set of singularities (E 6 ⊕ A 11 ) ⊕ 2A 1 is erroneously missing in Oka [19] .) Choosing the generators (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) = (α, β, δ, γ) in a real fiber F between R 5 and Q 1 (e.g., over x = 1), we obtain the relations 
The fundamental group π 1 (P 2 B) of a reducible sextic B of torus type with the set of singularities (E 6 ⊕ A 11 ) ⊕ 2A 1 is obtained from (4.4.1) by letting δ = 1. The result is (4.3.9) .
A perturbation of a node of B produces an irreducible sextic of torus type with the set of singularities
The additional relation introduced by this operation is β = γ. Hence, the resulting fundamental group isB 3 , cf. the perturbation D 4 → A 3 in Section 4.3. The perturbation A 11 → A 8 ⊕ A 2 produces the set of singularities
The additional relation is αβα = βαβ, and the resulting group isB 3 . The perturbations A 11 → A 10 or A 6 ⊕ A 4 produce the sets of singularities
while adding to (4.3.9) the relation α = β, see Lemma 3.5.1. Hence, the resulting group is abelian.
The set of singularities (E
LetL be the section given by (2.5.5), see the dotted horizontal grey line in Figure 10 . Choosing the generators (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) = (α, β, γ, δ) in a real fiber F between R 5 and R 1 (e.g., over x = 1), we obtain the relations
(the relation at infinity).
(The second and the third relations were simplified using the first one.) Passing to α,ᾱ, β,β, γ,γ, see Lemma 3.1.2, gives the following relations for the group of a reducible sextic B of torus type with the set of singularities (E 6 ⊕ 2A 5 ) ⊕ A 3 :
The perturbation A 5 → A 4 of one of the type A 5 singular points of B produces the set of singularities
and adds the relation α = β, see Lemma 3.5.2. Then γ = α (from (4.5.2)),β = γ = α (from (4.5.4)), andᾱ = α −5 (from (4.5.5)). Hence, the group is abelian. Figure 11 . Choosing the generators α, β, γ, δ as in Section 4.5, we obtain the same set of relations, except that the relation at the fiber through R 1 should be replaced with [β, γδ] = 1, δβγδγ = βγδγδ (the fiber through R 1 ).
Hence, the relations for π 1 (P 
(Since B splits into three components, we need to perturb two points to get an irreducible curve.) Assume that the points perturbed are those over R 5 . Then the extra relations for π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) are α = β andᾱ =β, see Lemma 3.5.2, and it is straightforward that the resulting group is abelian. 4.7. The set of singularities (A 11 ⊕ A 5 ) ⊕ A 3 . Take forL be the section given by (2.5.7), see the dotted grey line in Figure 11 . Choosing the generators (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) = (α, β, δ, γ) in a real generic fiber between R 5 and R 1 (e.g., over x = 1), we obtain the following relations:
(the fiber through R 5 ),
(αβδγ) 2 = 1 (the relation at infinity).
Passing to α,ᾱ, β,β, γ,γ, see Lemma 3.1.2, we obtain a presentation for the group of a reducible sextic of torus type with the set of singularities (A 11 ⊕ A 5 ) ⊕ A 3 : 
and add the relations α =ᾱ = β =β, see Lemma 3.5.1. In both cases, it is immediate that the resulting group is abelian.
Digression: classification of reducible sextics
The curves considered in §4 are sextics of torus type splitting into a quartic and a conic. Here, we state and indicate the proofs of a few results concerning the classification and the fundamental groups of such curves. Details will be published elsewhere. In Section 5.3, we outline the proof of Theorem 1.1.2.
5.1. The symmetry. Theorem 5.1.1 below substantiates Conjecture 4.2.3 in [9] , concerning the relation between involutive stable symmetries of plane sextics and maximal trigonal curves in Σ 2 .
5.1.1. Theorem. Let B be a plane sextic of torus type, with simple singularities only, splitting into -an irreducible quartic and irreducible conic, -an irreducible quartic and two lines, or -three irreducible conics.
Then B admits an involutive stable (in the sense of [9] ) symmetry c : P 2 → P 2 , and the quotient B/c is the maximal trigonal curveB 2 ⊂ Σ 2 with the set of singularities
Conversely, for any sectionL of Σ 2 not tangent toB 2 at its type A 5 singular point, the double B = DblLB 2 is a plane sextic of torus type splitting as above.
5.1.2.
Remark. The condition thatL should not be tangent toB 2 at its type A 5 singular point is necessary and sufficient for B to have simple singularities only.
5.1.3. Remark. For most sextics B as in Theorem 5.1.1, the group of stable symmetries of B is Z 2 . Exceptions are sextics splitting into three irreducible conics: for each such sextic B, the group of stable symmetries of B is the group S 3 of permutations of the components of B.
Proof. The proof is similar to [7] , [8] , and [9] . Assume that B splits into a quartic B 4 and a conic B 2 . It is clear that the inner singularities are two cusps R Consider the minimal resolutionX of the double covering X → P 2 ramified at B. It is a K3-surface. Let L = H 2 (X), let Σ P ⊂ L be the resolution lattice of a singular point P of B, and let Γ P be the Dynkin graph of P . Denote Σ = P Σ P and Γ = P Γ P , and consider the lattice S = Σ ⊕ h ⊂ L, where h ∈ L is the class of the pull-back of a generic line in P 2 . One has h 2 = 2. Let K be the image of L = L * in the discriminant group discr S = S * /S. Since B is of torus type, K has an element of order 3, see [3] . Besides, K has an element of order 2 responsible for the splitting B = B 4 + B 2 , see [5] . (For example, the element of order 2 is represented by the class [
Consider an involutive symmetry c Γ : Γ → Γ acting as follows: c Γ transposes the two points within each pair (R preserving B, cf. [9] . Details are left to the reader. The fact that the quotient B/c is the curveB 2 is straightforward: the quotient must have singular points of types A 5 , A 2 , and A 1 , resulting from the (pairs of) points R 5 , R ∞ , and R 1 , respectively, and, due to [9] , such a curve is unique. The converse statement is obvious.
If B splits into three conics, it has three type A 5 inner singular points and three outer nodes, which may merge to a single type D 4 singular point. An order 3 symmetry of B, see Remark 5.1.3, is constructed as above, starting from the order 3 symmetry c Γ : Γ → Γ transposing cyclically the three inner points and three nodes (or acting by an order three symmetry on the Dynkin graph D 4 ).
The classification.
Using the stable symmetry and the description of special sections found in 2.5 and 2.6, one immediately obtains a deformation classification of sextics splitting as in Theorem 5.1.1.
5.2.1. Theorem. Let B be a sextic as in Theorem 5.1.1. Then the combinatorial type of singularities of B is one of those listed in [19] or (E 6 ⊕ A 11 ) ⊕ 2A 1 . The equisingular moduli space of sextics as in Theorem 5.1.1 realizing each of these combinatorial types is rational; in particular, it is connected. Proof. Any sextic as in Theorem 5.1.1 can be perturbed to a 'simplest' one, with the set of singularities (2A 5 ⊕ 2A 2 ) ⊕ 2A 1 , which is the double ofB 2 ramified at a sectionL transversal toB 2 . The group of a simplest sextic is (4.3.9), see, e.g., Section 4.3.
5.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.1.2. Let P be the type A 17 singular point, and let Σ P ⊂ Σ ⊂ S ⊂ L etc. be as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1. Denote S P = Σ P ⊕ h . Since the sextic is reducible and of torus type, the intersection K ′ = K ∩ discr S P contains an element of order 2 and an element of order 3, see [5] and [3] . On the other hand, |discr S P | = 36; hence, (K ′ ) ⊥ /K ′ = 0, i.e., the primitive hull of S P in L is unimodular and the classification of homological types reduces to the study of sublattices isomorphic to 0, A 1 , 2A 1 , or A 2 in the direct sum of two hyperbolic planes. The rest is straightforward.
5.3.1. Remark. From the proof, it follows that each sextic B as in Theorem 1.1.2 admits a stable involutive symmetry c (constructed as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.1 starting from the nontrivial symmetry of Γ P ). However, one has O c ∈ B; hence, the quotient B/c ⊂ Σ 2 is not a trigonal curve but rather a hyperelliptic curve with a type A 7 singular point at E. Thus, Conjecture 4.2.3 in [9] needs to be modified to include maximal, in some sense, hyperelliptic curves as well.
Other fundamental groups
We consider a tripleB
′ ,L as in §4 and makeL andL ′ trade rôles, i.e., we letB =B 
The irreducible perturbation D 5 → A 4 produces the set of singularities
and adds the relation α =ᾱ = δ, see Lemma 3.5.4. The irreducible perturbations E 7 → E 6 , A 6 , or A 4 ⊕ A 2 of one of the two type E 7 singular points of B produce the sets of singularities
while adding at least the relation αδα = δαδ (or γδγ = δγδ, where γ = α −1ᾱ α), see Lemma 3.5.6 and (3.5.7). In each case, it is immediate that the resulting fundamental group π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) is abelian.
6.2. The set of singularities 2E 7 ⊕ A 3 ⊕ A 2 . Take forL the section given by (2.5.5), see the dotted grey line in Figure 10 . A presentation for the group π 1 (Σ 2 (B ∪L ′ ∪ E)) is found in Section 4.5. To pass to π 1 (P 2 B), we let β 2 = 1 and consider the subgroup generated by α,ᾱ = βαβ, γ,γ = βγβ, δ, andδ = βδβ. The relations are αᾱα =ᾱαᾱ, (6.2.1)
The irreducible perturbation A 3 → A 2 produces the set of singularities
and adds the relation γ =γ = δ =δ. Then, comparing (6.2.2) and (6.2.3), one concludes that α =ᾱ and hence α = γ. Thus, the group is abelian.
Consider a maximal irreducible perturbation of one of the two type E 7 singular points of B, producing irreducible sextics with the sets of singularities
see Lemma 3.5.6. A generic real fiber close to R ∞ (the type E 7 singular point ofB) is over x ≫ 0, and the standard generators in this fiber are α, (βγδ)δ(βγδ) −1 = δ, βγβ −1 , and β. Hence, the group π 1 (U B) of a Milnor ball about the point perturbed is generated by α, δ, andγ, and the perturbation adds at least the relationγαγ = δγα (the third relation in (3.5.7) ). Using (6.2.4), the additional relation simplifies to αγ =δα. Hence,δ = αγα −1 =ᾱ (substituting to (6.2.2) and using (6.2.1) ), α −1 δα =ᾱ (from (6.2.3) ), δ = αᾱα −1 = γ (from (6.2.2) ), γ =γ and [γ,ᾱ] = 1 (from (6.2.4) again), and α =γ = γ =ᾱ (from (6.2.2) ). Thus, the group is abelian.
6.3. The set of singularities 2E 7 ⊕ A 2 ⊕ 3A 1 . Consider the sectionL tangent toL ′ and tangent toB ′ 2 at its cusp R ∞ . It is given by y = 3/4. Choose the generators (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 , η 4 ) = (α, δ, β, γ) in a real fiber F over x ≫ 0.
We are only interested in the perturbation E 7 → A 6 of both type E 7 singular points of B, producing an irreducible sextic with the set of singularities
This perturbation can be realized symmetrically, by perturbing the type E 7 singular point ofB in Σ 2 . According to Lemma 3.5.6, this gives the relations α = δ = β, and the monodromy about R 1 adds the relation [β, γ] = 1. Hence, the resulting group π 1 (P 2 B ′ ) is abelian.
6.4. The set of singularities 2D 5 ⊕ A 7 ⊕ A 2 . LetL be the section given by (2.5.6), see the solid grey line in Figure 11 . As in Section 4.6, the relations for π 1 (P 
and add the relations γ =γ = δ =δ. As in Section 4.6, the resulting groups are abelian. The irreducible perturbation D 5 → A 4 of one of the type D 5 singular points produces the set of singularities
The standard generators in a generic fiber close to R ∞ (a fiber over x ≫ 0) are α, (βγδ)γ(βγδ) −1 , (βγ)δ(βγ) −1 , and β. In view of Lemma 3.5.4, the extra relations added to the group are α = (γδ)γ(γδ) −1 =γδγ −1 . This implies α =γ =δ, and using (6.2.1)-(6.2.3) one derives that α =ᾱ = γ = δ. Hence, the group is abelian. 6.5. The set of singularities 3D 5 ⊕ A 3 . LetL be the section given by (2.5.7), see the dotted grey line in Figure 11 . Starting from the presentation found in Section 4.7, letting β 2 = 1, and passing to the subgroup generated by α,ᾱ = βαβ, γ,γ = βγβ, δ,δ = βδβ, we obtain the following relations for π 1 (P 
adding the relation α =ᾱ = δ =δ, see Lemma 3.5.4. (We can assume that the point perturbed is over R 5 .) It is straightforward that, in both cases, the new fundamental group is abelian. 6.6. Concluding remarks. The groups of all reducible curves obtained in this section are non-abelian; they all factor to the 'minimal' group G given by (6.1.1), which can also be described as a central extension
This result is quite expectable, as all curves split into a conic B 2 and a three cuspidal quartic B 4 , and π 1 (P 2 B 4 ) = A 4 . It is worth mentioning that all curves admit regular S 3 -coverings while obviously not being of torus type. Hence, Theorem 4.1.1 in [5] does not extend to reducible curves literally. Certainly, the reason is the fact that the cyclic part of the covering is not ramified at B but rather at B 4 only.
In most cases, the trigonal curveB =B ′ 2 +L ⊂ Σ 2 used in the construction is maximal, with the set of singularities E 7 ⊕ A 1 or D 5 ⊕ A 3 . Thus, one may hope that the deck translation is a stable symmetry of the covering sextic B (cf. Conjecture 4.2.3 in [9] ) and use this correspondence to classify sextics.
In the former case, the set of singularities E 7 ⊕ A 1 , the sextics are characterized by the splitting B = B 4 + B 2 , where B 4 is a quartic with at least two cusps and B 2 is a conic (possibly reducible) tangent to B 4 at two of its cusps. Any such curve is indeed symmetric: in appropriate affine coordinates (x, y) in P 2 , the curves B 4 and B 2 can be given by a + b(x + y) + cx 2 y 2 = 0 and d + exy = 0, respectively. There are 13 deformation families of such curves, of which four are maximal. Three maximal families are considered in Sections 6.1-6.3; the fourth one has the set of singularities 2E 7 ⊕ D 4 ⊕ A 1 (the conic B 2 splits and the quartic B 4 has an extra node and passes through the node of B 2 ).
In the latter case, the set of singularities D 5 ⊕ A 3 , the sextic splits into B 4 + B ′ 2 , where B 4 is a quartic with at least two cusps and B ′ 2 is a conic passing through two cusps of B 4 and tangent to B 4 at all other intersection points. It appears that this configuration, as well as most of its degenerations, is realized by several equisingular deformation families, only one of them admitting a stable symmetry. The symmetric sextics seem to be related to the sextics of torus type considered in §5: they are obtained by replacing the conic B 2 in the splitting B = B 4 + B 2 , see Theorem 5.1.1, by the conic B ′ 2 = {p = 0}, where p 3 + q 2 = 0 is the (only) torus structure on B. (From the point of view of the trigonal curve, we replace thē
′ with the section passing through R ∞ and tangent toB ′ 2 at R 5 .) We will treat this subject in details elsewhere. Note that each double B = DblLB of the trigonal curveB with the set of singularities D 5 ⊕ A 3 has non-abelian fundamental group: all groups factor to the 'simplest' one, corresponding to the case whenL is transversal toB. Letting α =ᾱ, γ =γ, and δ =δ in the presentation in Section 6.4, we obtain the following presentation for the simplest group G:
Introducing new generators u = δγ, v = γδγ, we can simplify the presentation to
It is clear that the commutant [G, G] equals Z, both u and v acting on [G, G] by the multiplication by (−1). In particular, all curves admit regular D 2n -coverings for any n 3; however, they are not D 2n -sextics.
Summary
We summarize the results on the fundamental group of an irreducible plane sextic obtained in this paper and combine them with [8] and [10] . We confine ourselves to the case of simple singularities only; the groups of sextics with a non-simple singular point are essentially found in [5] and [6] (see also Oka, Pho [21] ).
7.1. Sextic of torus type. According to Oka, Pho [20] , there are 19 tame and 109 non-tame sets of simple singularities realized by irreducible plane sextics of torus type. At present, the fundamental group is known for 113 sets of singularities, including all tame ones. The result is summarized in Table 1 , where 'nt#' is the notation introduced in [20] and the last column indicates a proof, either by referring to the appropriate paper/section or by suggesting a degeneration (in the form '→ nt#') to a set of singularities with known group. We only list the sets of singularities for which the degenerations suggested in [20] lead to sextics whose groups are still unknown.
With few exceptions, the fundamental group of an irreducible sextic of torus type is Zariski's groupB 3 ∼ = Z 2 * Z 3 . The known exceptions are -sextics of weight 8 and 9 in the sense of [5] , see [8] ; -sextics marked with a * in Table 1, see references in the table; -the set of singularities 2E 6 ⊕ 2A 2 ⊕ 2A 1 , see [10] .
Various perturbations of the exceptional sextics are studied explicitly in [8] and [10] ; all other groups are given by Corollary 3.6.2.
7.1.1. Remark. For most non-maximal sets of singularities, the connectedness of the equisingular deformation family is still unknown, although expected, see Conjecture 1.2.1. For these sets of singularities, we can only state the result in the form of existence, i.e., to assert that there is a sextic B of torus type realizing a given set of singularities and such that π 1 (P 2 B) =B 3 . To my knowledge, the sets of singularities for which the classification is completed are: -sextics admitting a stable involutive symmetry, see [9] for the list and [8] , [10] , and Theorem 1.1.1 for the classification; -the sets of singularities of the form (inner points) ⊕ kA 1 , see [3] and [22] .
The fifteen remaining sets of singularities, for which the fundamental group is still unknown, are listed in Table 2 (with a reference to the notation of [20] ).
7.2. Sextics with abelian fundamental groups. In Table 3 , we list the sets of singularities realized by irreducible plane sextics with abelian fundamental group, together with the references to the sections where these curves are constructed. Combining these results with [8] and [10] and considering all perturbations, we obtain 768 sets of singularities not covered by Nori's theorem [17] .
7.3. Classical Zariski pairs. The list resulting from Table 1 contains a number of sextics of weight 7 with at least two cusps. Perturbing a cusp of such a sextic, we [12] are already on the list.) In each pair, the groups of the two curves areB 3 and Z 6 . According to [3] and [22] , each of the 35 sets of singularities obtained above is realized by exactly two equisingular deformation families of irreducible sextics, one of torus type and one not. Altogether, there are 51 classical Zariski pairs of irreducible sextics (one of them being, in fact, a triple). For all but one of them (the set of singularities (A 14 ⊕ A 2 ) ⊕ 2A 1 ), the group of the curve of torus type is known; it equalsB 3 .
